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Assistive Technology Devices 

 

Adjustable Workstation  
Adjustable height to accommodate an individual’s seating needs. 
 

Neo-Flex Arm  
Permits the user to position the computer monitor for ease of viewing. 
 

ErgoRest Articulated Arm  
This adjustable armrest supports weight of user’s arms and shoulders reducing strain on neck, head and 
shoulders while working at a computer. 
 

MagicArm with Device Base    
Mounting system that allows positioning of a device in virtually any position.  Attaches to a table or wheelchair 
using clamp and the two device bases can accommodate a switch (small round platform) or a device (large 
platform compressed  keyboard, Expert Trackball or Joystick Mouse). 
 

Aladdin Rainbow Pro   
Magnifies materials such as books and other objects with printed text. Adjustments for 
foreground/background polarity, contrast and brightness. Useful for reading and writing including completing 
paper forms. 
 

APH Table Top Cassette Player   
Plays and records both commercial and Talking Book-type cassettes. 
 

PocketTalker Pro with Headset   
Personal amplification system for one on one conversation. Also useful in meetings, trainings and classroom 
settings. 
 

Superprint (TTY)   
Standard TTY (text telephone) with print output. 
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Compressed Low Profile Keyboard   
Compact keyboard similar in size and feel to a laptop keyboard. Keys have low profile and less space in 
between, reducing finger movements for keyboarding. 
 

 
Compressed Keyboard with Keyguard   
Keyguard isolates the keys helping to stabilize and position fingers or pointers to prevent unintended 
keystrokes. 
 

BigKeys LX   
Large print on keys may be useful for low vision users. Also, keys are large to accommodate large fingers. 
 

Y-Keys Dual Adapters    
The Y-Keys Adapter permits two different keyboards, mice or monitors to be connected simultaneously to a 
computer. 
 

Expert Mouse Pro    
Trackball with programmable buttons that provides an easy-to-use alternative to a standard mouse. This 
device is wireless; one needs the receiver as well as trackball for device to function. 
 

Penny & Giles Roller Plus Joystick Mouse    
Joystick offers more user control. Buttons support click, double click, drag, horizontal/vertical movement and 
speed adjustment. Keyguard included. Optional switch ports (left click, right click, double click, drag, middle 
key function)  
 

Jelly Bean Switch   
Small 2½" (6.4cm) size for flexible placement. Switch activates no matter where it is touched, and gives 
audible feedback when engaged. Adaptable for people with limited mobility and/or coordination. 
 

QuadJoy Joystick Mouse    
Designed for individuals with no hand, finger, and arm movement. Controlled with mouth, teeth, tongue or 
chin. Mouse clicking is accomplished through a “sip” using the ‘sip and puff’ switch. Use with Onscreen 
Keyboard and WordQ. 
 

QuadTrac    
Trackball mouse with built in paddle switches designed for individuals who have little or no hand or finger 
movement. Used with a Y-mouse Dual PS/2 Mouse Adapter 
 
 
 
 
 

http://worksource.uwctds.washington.edu/products/ymouse.htm
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Software 
 

Read Please 
Reads out loud and highlights text simultaneously. Requires users to paste the text to be read onto the 
windows clipboard. Has a low vision setting. 
 

Word Q    
Uses word prediction and speech feedback to help individuals who have difficulty writing or using an onscreen 
keyboard for typing. Also reads out loud and highlights text simultaneously. 
 

 
WYNN Wizard 3.5   
Uses Optical Character Recognition, (OCR) to accurately recognize scanned text. Reads out loud and highlights 
text simultaneously. Contains traditional study aids, such as dictionary, highlighting, bookmarking, text and 
voice notes, to enhance reading and learning. 
 

ZoomText Xtra   
Magnifies/ enlarges text and graphics, and allows adjustment of screen colors for best contrast. Includes both 
increased magnification and speech output of screen text. 
 

Kurzweil 1000  
Used with a flatbed scanner, converts text from a printed page to a computer file which can be read using 
synthetic speech. Designed for people who are blind or visually impaired; not ideal for individuals with 
learning disabilities. 
 

JAWS Professional for Windows   
Allows all screen text to be read aloud through synthesized speech. Individuals use keyboard for navigation 
rather than a mouse. Designed for people who are blind or visually impaired; not ideal for individuals with 
learning disabilities. Does not support some WorkSource applications. 


